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Abstract Internetware applications are emerging and being widely used. They can adapt their behavior

based on environmental contexts and deliver smart services. These contexts can be subject to various noises,

which cause them to be inaccurate, incomplete, or even to conflict with each other. This is known as context

inconsistency problem. Context inconsistency can trigger unexpected behavior to applications, and therefore

should be prevented. One promising approach is to check contexts against consistency constraints so as to

detect the occurrences of context inconsistency at runtime. Existing techniques have attempted different ways

to improve the checking efficiency or effectiveness with different trade-offs in space overhead or communication

cost. However, none of them has exploited multi-core computing capability to systematically improve the

checking efficiency. In this paper, we propose a novel concurrent checking technique Con-C to efficiently detect

inconsistencies in huge volumes of dynamic contexts. Con-C derives checking subtasks for each consistency

constraint based on its structure and semantics. It achieves this in a fully automated way, and at the same

time can guarantee its derived checking subtasks to be persistently balanced. We evaluated Con-C by controlled

experiments through a large-scale real-world application. It reported promising results that Con-C improved

the checking efficiency by extra 57.0%, in addition to what had been gained by incremental checking.
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1 Introduction

Internetware applications [1–4] aim to bridge the gap between closed, static computing and open, dy-

namic environments. They perceive environmental changes, and make necessary adaptation to their

application logics in order to deliver smart services. We model these environmental changes by environ-

mental contexts, or contexts as a short form for ease of presentation in this paper. During the adaptation

process, the consistency of contexts about application environments is critical. If these contexts contain

inaccurate, incomplete, or even conflicting information (called context inconsistency [5–7]), the concerned
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Figure 1 Relationships among constraint checking techniques and their scopes.

applications can behave abnormally by taking unexpected adaptation, or even cause catastrophic con-

sequences. Therefore, this gives rise to the research problem of maintaining context consistency for

Internetware applications.

Within the scope of this paper, contexts can refer to any pieces of environmental information, like

location, time, temperature, computer memory, and network bandwidth, as long as they affect the com-

puting. Such contexts are typically subject to frequent changes and also vulnerable to various noises. For

example, a typical RFID (Radio Frequency Identification technology [8]) application can easily make its

object tracking functionality impaired by over 30% missing and cross read errors [9,10]. To detect incon-

sistencies from such uncontrollable noisy contexts, one may formulate physical laws or domain knowledge

into consistency constraints [5–7] and check contexts against them. These constraints are supposed to

specify necessary properties about contexts that must hold about application environments. When any

constraint is violated, context inconsistency is detected. Then follow-up actions can be taken to resolve

such inconsistency [5,11–13].

Inconsistency detection is the first step towards maintaining context consistency. In general, detecting

inconsistencies in contexts resembles detecting inconsistencies in traditional software artifacts, like UML

models [14–16], XML documents [17,18], and data structures [19,20]. However, the former further requires

additional efforts in efficiency and effectiveness due to contexts’ dynamic nature. Most existing techniques

have worked in a centralized manner. That is, all software artifacts under checking are assumed to be at

one host. They are checked against pre-specified consistency constraints in turn to expose each possible

violation (inconsistency). Since contexts are dynamic, checking them for inconsistencies requires high

efficiency. As such, incremental checking techniques [6,7] have been proposed to improve the checking

efficiency by reusing previous results. They gain efficiency bonus with trade-off on extra space for storing

previous results. Contexts also concern user privacy. This requires that distributed contexts on different

hosts should not be transferred to one host for centralized checking. As such, decentralized checking [21]

has also been studied for coordinating the checking among different hosts by exchanging checking subtasks

and intermediate results. This reduces privacy threats with trade-off on extra communication overhead.

We thus observe that no technique can, and should, apply to all application scenarios. They suit

selected target scenarios by fulfilling specialized goals with immaterial cost to those scenarios. However,

a common feature of these techniques is that they have not exploited multi-core computing capability,

which is nowadays becoming increasingly popular. We conjecture that concurrent checking by exploiting

multi-core computing capability should be able to further improve the checking efficiency. This would

also help reduce unnecessary power loss during multi-core running. Different from decentralized checking,

concurrent checking still works at one host, and therefore does not incur any communication cost. Besides,

concurrent checking can be complementary to incremental checking, as it improves the checking efficiency

from a different dimension. We use Figure 1 to illustrate the relationships among these techniques and

their scopes.

In this paper, we present a novel concurrent checking technique Con-C. Con-C carefully derives checking

subtasks for each consistency constraint and makes all its computing units busy all the time. This is well

known as the “balance” principle in distributed computing. However, we do not try from an engineering

perspective by monitoring and scheduling computing tasks as traditional approaches do. Instead, we
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Figure 2 Stock tracking application scenario.

take an analysis perspective to derive checking subtasks based on each consistency constraint’s structure

and semantics. We make these derived checking subtasks always balanced as well as making the balance

persistent. This nice property can guarantee high checking efficiency. It also enables Con-C applicable

to different consistency constraints as well as making it transparent to users. We note that realizing this

property is not straightforward. Consider n consistency constraints. One may intuitively choose to check

each constraint individually and concurrently (e.g., by n threads). However, these n constraints can differ

from each other and their checking workloads would also differ. Even for the same constraint, its checking

workload would vary with time due to continual context changes. Therefore, this intuitive idea does not

guarantee the checking to be balanced or persistently balanced. Our later evaluation also confirms that

this idea can only bring limited efficiency gain. We shall explain how to realize persistently balanced

checking in this paper. Highly-efficient concurrent context consistency checking would contribute to

Internetware applications, by allowing them to effectively address dynamic contexts from increasingly

larger Internet and Internet-of-things scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces background on context in-

consistency detection through a stock tracking application. Section 3 presents Con-C data structures and

explain how they support persistently balanced checking. Section 4 presents Con-C semantics and ana-

lyzes its correctness and efficiency. Section 5 evaluates Con-C through a large-scale real-world application.

Section 6 discusses related work, and finally Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Background

In this section, we present a stock tracking application. We use this application as example to explain

how to detect context inconsistency by constraint checking.

2.1 Stock tracking application

The stock tracking application aims at automation for warehouse scenarios. Consider a warehouse, in

which several forklifts repeatedly transport stock items from the loading bay of this warehouse to its

storage bay, as illustrated in Figure 2. The application controls the workflow logic of each forklift. It

decides what to do next based on its perceived contexts (e.g., when to pick up new stock items at the

loading bay, when to start the transportation, and when to unload transported items at the storage bay).

These contexts include locations of forklifts and their pallets (for containing stock items), and RFID

reads about detected stock items when they pass by checking gates.

When the application resides at its “Unloading” state, its controlled forklift is supposed to unload all

its transported stock items at the storage bay. Consider that RFID contexts can easily contain cross

RFID reads or miss RFID reads. These collected reads should be checked at this state. For example,

the following two consistency constraints can be specified for checking the validity and completeness of

RFID reads (constraint C1) and freeness of cross RFID reads (constraint C2):

C1 : (∀γstor in STOR (valid(γstor))) and

(∀γload in LOAD (∃γstor in STOR (withinTrans(γstor, γload)))),

C2 : ∀γstor in STOR (not (∃γdock in DOCK (withinTrans(γstor, γdock)))).
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The two constraints are specified in a first-order logic based language. Constraint C1 requires that:

1) all RFID reads collected at the storage bay (i.e., set STOR) should be valid (by checking the “valid”

function), and 2) any stock item detected at the loading bay (i.e., set LOAD) should be detected again

later at the storage bay within the transportation time (by checking the “withinTrans” function). This

constraint ensures the validity and completeness of all RFID reads about transported stock items. Con-

straint C2 requires that all stock items should not be accidentally detected by other irrelevant RFID

readers during the transportation. We assume that there is an irrelevant RFID reader near the forklift

transportation route and its collected RFID reads are referred to as set DOCK. Those accidentally col-

lected RFID reads that should not have been collected are called cross reads. This constraint ensures

their nonexistence during the transportation. Detecting violation of such constraints (i.e., context incon-

sistency) is vital to the success of this application. Otherwise, it may obtain wrong inventory records or

check out wrong stock items.

2.2 Constraint checking

Constraint checking needs to answer two basic questions: 1) Has a given consistency constraint been

violated? 2) What has caused this violation? The processes of answering these two questions are truth

value evaluation and link generation, respectively.

Given a consistency constraint, truth value evaluation decides whether this constraint is satisfied (when

evaluated to true) or violated (when evaluated to false) with respect to the contexts under checking.

Link generation further constructs a set of links for explaining why a constraint has been satisfied or

violated [6,7,17]. These links connect certain contexts that contribute to this constraint’s satisfaction or

violation. These links essentially represent context inconsistencies. They contain useful information for

guiding how context inconsistency should be resolved [11].

Discussing constraint checking needs to base on a certain constraint language. Within the scope of this

paper, we assume the use of the following first-order logic based language. This language is expressive

and can support consistency constraints for many existing applications including the stock tracking

application. Still, we note that this language is only for our presentation, and our Con-C idea does not

necessarily rely on this language. We give the language’s syntax below:

f := ∀γ in S(f ) | ∃γ in S((f )) |
(f ) and (f ) | (f ) or (f ) | (f ) implies (f ) |
not (f ) | bfunc(γ, . . . , γ).

We briefly introduce this language. Any consistency constraint is specified by recursively using this

syntax that contains seven formula types. Symbols “∀” and “∃” start a universal or existential formula,

in which variable γ can take any value (context) from a set S (also called context set). Operators “and”,

“or”, and “implies” start a formula with two parts of a conjunction, disjunction, or implication relation.

Operator “not” starts a formula with a negation relation. Terminal bfunc can refer to any user-defined

function that returns a Boolean value (true or false). The preceding stock tracking application has given

two consistency constraint examples expressed in this language.

2.3 Truth value evaluation

Based on this constraint language, we explain truth value evaluation by elaborating its semantics [7] in

Figure 3. In brief, τ [f ]α returns the truth value (true “�” or false “⊥”) or formula f under variable

assignment α. Here, variable assignment is a data structure that contains all mappings between variables

and their assigned values (contexts). At the beginning of evaluating a consistency constraint, it starts

with the constraint’s top-level formula, accompanied with an empty variable assignment. With recur-

sively analyzing this constraint’s inner formulae, this variable assignment would be updated according

to different semantics associated with different formula types. To facilitate accessing and manipulating

variable assignments, we define two functions “get” and “bind”. Function “get” retrieves the value of
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(1) τ [∀γ in S (f)]α := ⊤ ∧ τ [f]bind(α, (γ, x1)) ∧ … ∧ τ [f]bind(α, (γ, xn)) | xi∈S.

(2) τ [∃γ in S (f)]α := ⊥ ∨ τ [f]bind(α, (γ, x1)) ∨ … ∨ τ [f]bind(α, (γ, xn)) | xi∈S.

(3) τ [(f1) and (f2)]α := τ [f1]α ∧ τ [f2]α .

(4) τ [(f1) or (f2)]α := τ [f1]α ∨ τ [f2]α .

(5) τ [(f1) implies (f2)]α := τ [f1]α → τ [f2]α .

(6) τ [not (f)]α := ← τ [f]α .

(7) τ [bfunc(γ1 ,…, γn)]α := bfunc(get(α, γ1) ,…, get(α, γn)).

Figure 3 Truth value evaluation semantics.

a given variable γ from a variable assignment α: get(α, γ). Function “bind” adds a new variable-value

mapping (γ, x) into a variable assignment α: bind(α, (γ, x)).

We explain some of these formulae as example. (1) Evaluating a universal formula “∀γ in S(f)” would

consider its sub-formula f ’s truth value with variable γ’s every possible value taken from S. If any

value causes sub-formula f evaluated to false, the whole universal formula would also be evaluated to

false. Note that we have also handled boundary cases when S is an empty set. (3) Evaluating formula

“(f1) and (f2)” would consider the truth values of its both sub-formulae. If any sub-formula is evaluated

to false, the whole “and” formula is also evaluated to false. (6) Evaluating formula “not (f)” would reverse

its sub-formula f ’s truth value. (7) Evaluating formula “bfunc(γ1, . . . , γn)” would execute the user-defined

function bfunc with concrete values of variables γ1, . . . , γn retrieved from variable assignment α.

2.4 Link generation

Link generation would explain why consistency constraints have been satisfied or violated. We explain

its idea by an example with our stocking tracking application. Suppose that during the transportation, a

forklift collects three RFID reads at the loading bay, but only two at the storage bay. That is, one RFID

read is missing at the storage bay. Formally, LOAD = {l1, l2, l3} and STOR = {s1, s2, s3}. We consider

the preceding constraint C 1. For ease of presentation, we assume all RFID reads at the storage bay to

be valid, i.e., valid(s1) = valid(s3) = true. Then we only focus on the right part of constraint C 1 (we

name it C′
1):

C′
1 : ∀γload in LOAD (∃γstor in STOR (withinTrans(γstor, γload))).

Constraint C′
1 is violated because its truth value is false. In particular, for context l2 in set LOAD, there

does not exist any context γstor in STOR such that γstor can match l2 by satisfying the “withinTrans”

function. Then link generation would return the following result: {(violated, (γload, l2))}.
This result contains one link: (violated, (γload, l2)). It shows that constraint C′

1 becomes violated

when variable γload takes value l2. This exactly explains the cause of context inconsistency, as well as

suggesting possible resolution actions, e.g., restoring the missing RFID read back to set STOR.

We explain how such links are constructed by presenting the link generation semantics [7] in Figure 4.

We discuss some formulae as example. (1) Consider a universal formula “∀γ in S(f)”. If it is violated,

there must exist at least one context x from S such that when variable γ is assigned with x, the sub-

formula f is evaluated to false. Such context x is a reason why violation has occurred, and should be

included into the links constructed for this universal formula. Here, a concatenation operator ⊗ is used to

connect context x and other contexts used by sub-formula f that together explain this universal formula’s

violation. (3) Link generation for formula “(f1) and (f2)” would have to consider more cases. If both

sub-formulae f1 and f2 are satisfied (Case i), the whole “and” formula is also satisfied. As the former

is the necessary condition of the latter, links from both sub-formulae should be connected to together

explain the “and” formula’s satisfaction. For Case ii, as either of the two violated sub-formulae can lead to

the “and” formula’s violation, any link from both sub-formulae can explain the “and” formula’s violation.

This is achieved by a merge operator “∪”. The other two cases are similar. (6) Links for formula “not (f)”

are constructed from links for its sub-formula f , except that the status is reversed. That is, the status

changes from “satisfied” to “violated” and from “violated” to “satisfied” (by the “flipSet” function). This
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(1) L[∀γ in S (f)]α :=           {l | l ∈ ({(violated, (γ, x))} ⊗ L[f]bind(α , (γ, x))) ∧ x∈S ∧ τ [f]bind(α , (γ, x)) = ⊥}.

(2) L[∃γ in S (f)]α :=           {l | l ∈ ({(satisfied, (γ, x))} ⊗ L[f]bind(α , (γ, x))) ∧ x∈S ∧ τ [f]bind(α , (γ, x)) = ⊤}.

(3) L[(f1) and (f2)]α :=           i. L[f1]α ⊗ L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊤;

ii. L[f1]α ∪ L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊥; 

iii. L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = ⊤ and τ [f2]α = ⊥; 

iv. L[f1]α ,if τ [f1]α = ⊥ and τ [f2]α = ⊤. 

(4) L[(f1) or (f2)]α :=           i. L[f1]α ∪ L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊤;

ii. L[f1]α ⊗ L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊥; 

iii. L[f1]α ,if τ [f1]α = ⊤ and τ [f2]α = ⊥; 

iv. L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = ⊥ and τ [f2]α = ⊤. 

(5) L[(f1) implies (f2)]α :=      i. flipSet(L[f1]α) ⊗ L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = ⊤ and τ [f2]α = ⊥;

ii. flipSet(L[f1]α) ∪ L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = ⊥ and τ [f2]α = ⊤; 

iii. L[f2]α ,if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊤; 

iv. flipSet(L[f1]α), if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊥. 

(6) L[not (f)]α :=            flipSet(L[f]α).

(7) L[bfunc(γ1, …, γn)]α := ∅.

Figure 4 Link generation semantics.

is because any link explaining why sub-formula f is satisfied/violated also explains why formula “not (f)”

is violated/satisfied.

We note that the formal definitions of concatenation and merge operators are not the focus of this

paper, and are therefore omitted. Interested readers can refer to our previous work [7] for a complete

treatment and more examples.

3 Con-C data structures

The truth value evaluation and link generation semantics introduced in Section 2 do not take any short-

circuit optimization. This is because context inconsistency detection aims to analyze all reasons that

cause a consistency constraint violated, and then come up with actions to resolve all these problems.

When short-circuit optimization is used, truth value evaluation and link generation would stop sooner

by skipping analyzing some parts of a constraint. This would lead to incomplete inconsistency analysis

results, which are undesirable. Therefore, inconsistency analysis does not take any short-circuit opti-

mization [7,17]. Still, we note that these semantics work in a sequential manner, and do not exploit

multi-core computing capability. As such, we in the following present our Con-C idea to make them work

in a concurrent manner. First, we introduce our data structures supporting Con-C.

3.1 Syntax tree and runtime tree

Given a consistency constraint, its syntax tree shows how this constraint is syntactically constructed in

a hierarchical way. Figure 5 illustrates syntax trees for our preceding two constraints C1 and C2. We

can observe that a syntax tree is always static, and its structure is fully decided by its corresponding

consistency constraint. It does not rely on the contexts under checking.

Given a consistency constraint, its runtime tree shows how this constraint is checked with respect to

the contexts under checking. Suppose that context sets LOAD, STOR, and DOCK in constraints C1 and

C2 take the following values:

LOAD := {l1, l2}, STOR := {s1, s2}, DOCK := {d1}.

With respect to these values (contexts), Figure 6 illustrates constraintsC1’s and C2’s associated runtime

trees. We explain how they are constructed. A universal or existential formula “∀γ in S(f)”/“∃γ in S(f)”

would take multiple branches, whose number is equal to the size of this formula’s associated context set
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and

∀γstor in STOR ∀γload in LOAD

v(γstor) ∃γstor in STOR

wt(γstor, γload)

∀γstor in STOR

∃γdock in DOCK

wt(γstor, γdock)

not

v: “valid” function
wt: “withTrans” function

(a)                                                (b)

Figure 5 Syntax tree examples. (a) Constraint C1; (b) constraint C2.

and

∀γstor in STOR ∀γ load in LOAD

v( γstor) ∃γstor in STOR

wt(γstor, γ load)

v( γstor) ∃γstor in STOR

wt(γstor, γ load)wt(γstor, γ load) wt(γstor, γ load)

s1 s2

s1 s1s2
s2

l1 l2

LOAD:= {l1, l2}
STOR:= {s1, s2}
DOCK := {d1}

∀γstor in STOR

∃γdock in DOCK

wt(γstor, γdock)

not

∃γdock in DOCK

wt(γstor, γdock)

not

s1 s2

d1 d1

(a)                                                                                                   (b)

Figure 6 Runtime tree examples. (a) Constraint C1; (b) constraint C2.

S. Each branch is labeled with a particular context from S and assigned to this formula’s associated

variable γ. These branches represent this formula’s sub-formula f with different variable assignments.

An “and”, “or”, and “implies” formula would take two branches, each of which corresponds to one of its

sub-formulae. A “not” formula takes one branch, which corresponds to its only sub-formula. Terminal

bfunc is always a leaf node because it does not have any sub-formula.

We can observe that a runtime tree is dynamic, and its structure is decided by its corresponding

syntax tree as well as the contexts under checking. When the contexts are subject to change, a runtime

tree would change accordingly. However, this change only reflects at a runtime tree’s width, but not at

its height.

Runtime tree naturally supports constraint checking. A consistency constraint’s truth value evaluation

and link generation can be done by a post-order traversal of this constraint’s associated runtime tree.

This is because according to the truth value evaluation and link generation semantics, each formula’s

truth value and links depend only on those of its sub-formulae. This exactly corresponds to a post-order

traversal of the whole constraint’s associated runtime tree (visiting all child nodes before visiting itself).

3.2 Splitting node

Post-order traversal can achieve constraint checking, but it works in a sequential manner. We aim at

realizing concurrent checking in a persistently balanced way. This requires us to find some special nodes

on a runtime tree, at which we split checking tasks always in a balanced way. These nodes are called

persistently balanced splitting nodes.

Our basic idea is: If the traversal of a runtime tree is conducted concurrently by multiple computing

units, and the travelled parts by each computing unit contain the same number of, and same types of,

nodes, then these computing units would carry balanced checking workloads.

We start our discussion with splitting node. Given a runtime tree, every node containing more than one

branch is a splitting node. From a splitting node, multiple computing units can work together because

every of its branches can be constructed and travelled by an individual computing unit. Since these

branches have nothing overlapping (no dependency at all), all computing units can work concurrently

without any interference to each other.
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and

∀γload in LOAD

v(γload) v(γload)

l1 l2

∀γstor in STOR

v(γstor) v(γstor)

s1 s2

and

∀γload in LOAD

v(γload)

l2

∀γstor in STOR

v(γstor) v(γstor)

s1 s2

v(γstor)

s3

v(γload)

l1

Removed Added

(a)                                                                            (b)

Figure 7 Runtime tree changes. (a) At time t1; (b) at time t2.

Splitting node is common in a runtime tree. For example, in Figure 6(a), the root node (“and” node),

both universal nodes (“∀γstor in STOR” and “∀γload in LOAD” nodes), and both existential nodes (“∃γstor
in STOR” node) are all splitting nodes for constraint C1’s runtime tree.

By splitting node, concurrent checking can work at a formula level (rather than at a constraint level).

One part of constraint checking (below the selected splitting node) is divided into several pieces, and each

piece is assigned to a computing unit for concurrent checking. Remaining parts of constraint checking

(above the selected splitting node and at other branches) still need to be completed sequentially. This is

common to general parallel computing.

3.3 Balanced splitting node

Splitting nodes may not be necessarily balanced. The checking workload (including branch construction

and traversal) for one of its branches may differ from that for another branch. For example, the root

node (“and” node) in Figure 6(a) is not a balanced splitting node. Its left branch contains much less nodes

(three) than its right branch (seven). Besides, the two branches carry different types of nodes (two types

vs. three different types). This leads to clearly different checking workloads when the two branches are

constructed and travelled by two computing units.

On the other hand, we do have balanced splitting nodes in this runtime tree. For example, the right

universal node (“∀γload in LOAD” node) in Figure 6(a) is a balanced splitting node. It has two branches,

which contain exactly the same numbers of, and same types of, nodes (three nodes and two types). Then

two computing units can undertake the same checking workload when constructing and travelling the

two branches. Such balanced splitting nodes are desirable in concurrent checking.

3.4 Persistently balanced splitting node

Balanced splitting nodes may not be necessarily persistent. As mentioned earlier, the structure of a

runtime tree depends also on the contexts under checking. Since the contexts are subject to change, the

tree’s structure would also change accordingly at runtime. As such, for a balanced splitting node, the

checking workload for its every branch may not always be equal to each other all the time.

For example, consider a new consistency constraint C3, which is slightly modified from our preceding

constraint C1. Constraint C3 checks the validity of all RFID reads collected either at the loading bay or

at the storage bay:

C3 : (∀γload in LOAD (valid(γload))) and (∀γstor in STOR (valid(γstor))).

Suppose that at time t1, two context sets LOAD and STOR contain the following values:

LOAD := {l1, l2}, STOR := {s1, s2}.

Based on these values, Figure 7(a) illustrates constraint C3’s runtime tree at time t1. We can observe

that the root node (“and” node) is a balanced splitting node, because its two branches contain the same

number of, and same types of, nodes (three nodes and two types). However, this balance is not persistent.

Suppose that at next time t2, two context sets LOAD and STOR change to the following new values:

LOAD := {l2}, STOR := {s1, s2, s3}.
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It means that an existing context l1 becomes obsolete and is removed from set LOAD, and a new

context s3 is collected and added into set STOR. Accordingly, this constraint’s runtime tree changes to

another form at time t2, as illustrated in Figure 7(b). Now the root node (“and” node) is no longer a

balanced splitting node, because its two branches contain different numbers of nodes (two nodes vs. four

nodes). Therefore, we say that the root node (“and” node) is not a persistently balanced splitting node

(or PB splitting node).

For a non-PB splitting node, its checking workload for different branches is not under control. It de-

pends on the contexts under checking (sometimes balanced, but sometimes not). In concurrent checking,

PB splitting nodes are desirable.

3.5 Properties

We discuss and prove some properties about PB splitting nodes.

Theorem 1. Given a consistency constraint and its associated runtime tree, nodes with “and”, “or”,

and “implies” operators are not candidates for PB splitting nodes.

Proof. The three operators are similar, and we discuss “and” operator as example.

A node with “and” operator has two branches, which correspond to the “and” formula’s two sub-

formulae. There are two cases. 1) If the two sub-formulae have different structures in their syntax tree,

the two branches would incur different workloads in constraint checking. Then the “and” node is not

a candidate for PB splitting node. 2) Otherwise, the two sub-formulae have the same structure (same

number of nodes and same node types). There are also two cases. (2a) If the two sub-formulae define

and use different variables, the “and” node’s balance (if any) is not persistent. This is because their

corresponding two branches in the runtime tree would be subject to change when contexts change, as

illustrated in Figure 7. Then the “and” node is not a candidate for PB splitting node. (2b) Otherwise,

they define and use the same variables. Then the two sub-formulae are actually the same, and can be

combined into one. In theory this “and” node is gone, and in practice this case does not occur. This

completes the proof.

This theorem tells that one should not select nodes with “and”/“or”/“implies” operator as PB splitting

nodes. They either are not balanced, or even if balanced, the balance is not persistent. Note that we

are discussing general cases. Some consistency constraints may have their “and”/“or”/“implies” nodes

persistently balanced in very special cases, and this is not our focus.

Theorem 2. Given a consistency constraint and its associated runtime tree, nodes with universal and

existential operators are candidates for PB splitting nodes.

Proof. Universal and existential operators are similar, and we discuss universal operator as example.

Consider a node associated with universal operator. It corresponds to a universal formula in the syntax

tree. Let the universal formula be f . The universal node contains multiple branches, and the number

of these branches is decided by the number of contexts referred to by f ’s defined variable. According to

the process of constructing a runtime tree, all these branches share the same structure but with different

contexts assigned to f ’s defined variable. Similarly, if f ’s sub-formula further defines new variables (i.e.,

nested universal or existential formulae), they would keep sharing the same structure. As such, the

universal node has the same structure for its every branch. Since this does not depend on the contexts

under checking, this same-structure property holds all the time. Then the universal node is a candidate

for PB splitting node. This completes the proof.

This theorem tells that one can select nodes with universal or existential operator as PB splitting

nodes. Their balance is persistent.

Theorem 3. Given a consistency constraint and its associated runtime tree, there must exist at least

one PB splitting node.
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(1) τ [∀γ in S (f)]α := { (t1, …, tn) := concurrent( τ [f]bind(α , (γ, xi)) | xi∈S);

return (⊤ ∧ t1 ∧ … ∧ tn); }. 
(2) τ [∃γ in S (f)]α := { (t1, …, tn) := concurrent( τ [f]bind(α , (γ, xi)) | xi∈S);

return (⊥ ∨ t1 ∨ … ∨ tn); }. 
(3) τ [(f1) and (f2)]α :=            τ [f1]α ∧ τ [f2]α.

(4) τ [(f1) or (f2)]α :=              τ [f1]α ∨ τ [f2]α.

(5) τ [(f1) implies (f2)]α := τ [f1]α → τ [f2]α.

(6) τ [not (f)]α :=            ¬ τ [f]α.

(7) τ [bfunc(γ1, …, γn)]α := bfunc(get(α, γ1), …, get(α, γn)).

Figure 8 Con-C truth value evaluation semantics.

Proof. Each consistency constraint uses at least one variable (otherwise, it is a tautology or contradictory

but not a constraint). Since such variable can only be defined in a universal or existential formula, there

must exist at least one universal or existential node in this constraint’s runtime tree. According to

Theorem 2, this node is a PB splitting node. This completes the proof.

This theorem tells that given any consistency constraint, its runtime tree must own one PB splitting

node. It is the place from which we start concurrent checking. We present detailed checking seman-

tics below.

4 Concurrent checking

In this section, we present our new truth value evaluation and link generation semantics for concur-

rent constraint checking. For ease of presentation, we call them Con-C truth value evaluation and link

generation, respectively.

4.1 Con-C semantics

As we discussed, any universal or existential node can be a PB splitting node. From this node, multiple

computing units can start concurrent construction and traversal of its every branch in a persistently

balanced way. Based on this observation, we give Con-C truth value evaluation semantics in Figure 8.

We first consider universal/existential formula. Keyword “concurrent” in Figure 8 assigns |S| subtasks
“τ [f ]bind(α, (γ, xi))” (xi ∈ S) to n computing units for concurrent checking. This corresponds to a con-

struction and traversal of this formula’s n corresponding branches in the runtime tree concurrently. Then

n calculated truth values from different computing units (t1, . . . , tn) are combined into one as the final

result (by keyword “return”). Since other formulae cannot be selected as PB splitting nodes, they would

follow their original truth value evaluation semantics.

We then give Con-C link generation semantics in Figure 9. They can be explained similarly, and we

omit their elaboration.

4.2 Con-C correctness

Con-C checking semantics differ from their original checking semantics (named Seq-C). We need the

following theorem to guarantee its correctness.

Theorem 4. Given a consistency constraint and a set of contexts checked against this constraint, Con-C

always returns the same checking result as Seq-C does.

Proof. Con-C correctness is guaranteed by the equivalence between Con-C checking results and those of

Seq-C. Among seven formula types, five of them have the same checking semantics for Con-C and Seq-C.

Only universal and existential formulae differ.

Let us consider universal formula. For its truth value evaluation, Con-C splits the calculation into

n parts (n := |S|), assigns them to n computing units, and then combines n partial results into the
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(1) L[∀γ in S (f)]α := { (l1, …, lm) := concurrent(L[f]bind(α , (γ, xi)) | xi∈S ∧ τ [f]bind(α, (γ, xi)) = ⊥);

return (∅ ∪ ({(violated, (γ, x))} ⊗ l1) ∪ … ∪ ({(violated, (γ, x))} ⊗ lm)); }. 
(2) L[∃γ in S (f)]α := { (l1, …, lm) := concurrent(L[f]bind(α , (γ, xi)) | xi∈S ∧ τ [f]bind(α, (γ, xi)) = ⊤);

return (∅ ∪ ({(satisfied, (γ, x))} ⊗ l1) ∪ …∪ ({(satisfied, (γ, x))} ⊗ lm)); }. 
(3) L[(f1) and (f2)]α := i. L[f1]α ⊗ L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊤;

ii. L[f1]α ∪ L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊥; 
iii. L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = ⊤ and τ [f2]α = ⊥; 
iv. L[f1]α, if τ [f1]α = ⊥ and τ [f2]α = ⊤. 

(4) L[(f1) or (f2)]α := i. L[f1]α ∪ L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊤;

ii. L[f1]α ⊗ L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊥; 
iii. L[f1]α, if τ [f1]α = ⊤ and τ [f2]α = ⊥; 
iv. L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = ⊥ and τ [f2]α = ⊤. 

(5) L[(f1) implies (f2)]α := i. flipSet(L[f1]α) ⊗ L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = ⊤ and τ [f2]α = ⊥;

ii. flipSet(L[f1]α) ∪ L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = ⊥ and τ [f2]α = ⊤; 
iii. L[f2]α, if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊤; 
iv. flipSet(L[f1]α), if τ [f1]α = τ [f2]α = ⊥. 

(6) L[not (f)]α := flipSet(L[f]α).

(7) L[bfunc(γ1, …, γn)]α := ∅.

Figure 9 Con-C link generation semantics.
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Figure 10 Speedup illustration.

final result. For its link generation, Con-C splits the calculation into m parts (m := |{xi|xi ∈ S ∧
τ [f ]bind(α, (γ, xi)) = ⊥}|), assigns them to m computing units, and then combines m partial results into

the final result. As the calculation is essentially the same as that of Seq-C, Con-C returns the same result

as Seq-C does for universal formula. Existential formula can be proved similarly.

Since other formula types use the same checking semantics in Con-C and Seq-C. Con-C for any con-

sistency constraint would return the same checking result as Seq-C does. This completes the proof.

4.3 Con-C speedup

Con-C speeds up the construction and traversal of runtime trees by conducting them concurrently. Con-

sider that a runtime tree may own more than one PB splitting node. Selecting any one from them

suffices for Con-C. However, the selection choice may affect how much efficiency can be improved in

constraint checking.

When the selected PB splitting node is as high as possible in a runtime tree (e.g., up to the root node

that is also a universal or existential node), the checking workload for this tree would be evenly split into

x parts. Here, x is the number of contexts that can be assigned to this universal or existential node’s

associated variable. In this case, the speedup rate can be close to x (i.e., almost x − 1 times faster), as

illustrated in Figure 10(a).

When the selected PB splitting node is as low as possible in a runtime tree (e.g., down to only one

hop away from leaf nodes), the checking workload for this tree would be split into very small parts. Each

part is equal to checking only one leaf node. In this case, the speedup rate is close to 1 (i.e., almost no

faster), as illustrated in Figure 10(b). Other cases are in between.
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Therefore, the selected PB splitting node is expected to be as high as possible in a runtime tree. This

equals to finding the highest universal or existential node in the tree, and can be done easily. As the

number of contexts associated with the selected PB splitting node varies depends on the contexts under

checking, the speedup rate is not a constant at runtime. Still, Con-C would never be slower than Seq-C

in any case. In practice, due to extra implementation overhead in supporting concurrent checking, the

speedup rate may not be as high as analyzed.

5 Evaluation

We implemented Con-C in Java and compared it to Seq-C. For experimental purposes, we made them

share the same data structures for representing contexts and consistency constraints. This is for avoiding

possible bias in retrieving and manipulating context and constraint data. We built Con-C with the

support of Java’s java.util.concurrent package, in which method Executors.newCachedThreadPool is used

to create a thread pool. The pool helps create new threads for executing tasks as requested, and reuse

previously created threads if available.

5.1 Experimental design

In our experiments, we study the following research question: How efficient is Con-C compared to Seq-C

in con-straint checking? With respect to this question, we decide one dependent variable: checking time.

It measures how long a given checking task takes for a particular technique. Less checking time implies

higher efficiency. With respect to this dependent variable, we decide five independent variables: check-

ing technique, checking workload, number of computing units, whether to use incremental checking, and

whether to use balanced checking. They all affect the dependent variable checking time. We explain them

in turn below:

(1) Checking technique. We compare Con-C and Seq-C in our experiments.

(2) Checking workload. When consistency constraints are fixed for experiments, the checking work-

load is decided by the contexts under checking. For real-world application scenarios, we cannot control

contexts, but we can distinguish different groups of contexts. We would observe how Con-C differs from

Seq-C with respect to these different groups of contexts.

(3) Number of computing units. This variable decides how much multi-core computing capability

can be used for constraint checking. For a machine with n cores, we would control it from 1 to n cores,

and observe how Con-C differs from Seq-C in the constraint checking. Note that this variable does not

apply to Seq-C.

(4) Whether to use incremental checking. Incremental checking means that only those con-

sistency constraints that are affected by context changes are rechecked. Accordingly, non-incremental

checking means that all consistency constraints are rechecked whenever any context change occurs. We

would compare with incremental checking and with non-incremental checking, how Con-C differs from

Seq-C in the constraint checking.

(5) Whether to use balanced checking. Our Con-C is automatically balanced. Non-balanced

checking is the common idea discussed in the introduction. It assigns the checking of different constraints

to different computing units, and these constraints would probably incur different checking workloads (not

under control). For ease of controlling and presentation, we allow non-balanced checking as an option

of our Con-C. As such, we would compare with balanced checking and with non-balanced checking, how

Con-C differs from Seq-C in the constraint checking.

5.2 Experimental subject and setup

We selected a large-scale real-world application SUTPC [7] as our experimental subject. This application

uses a central server to collect numerous contexts about taxis in a city, analyzes the city’s runtime traffic

conditions, and then guides how taxis should head for their destinations to avoid possible traffic jams.

In our previous study [7], we have observed an eager need for efficient inconsistency detection for taxi
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Figure 11 Detected context inconsistencies for 24 groups of taxi contexts.

contexts, as traditional sequential constraint checking techniques could not handle these contexts in time

and had to leave about 50% context inconsistencies missed. We previously attempted to address this

problem by incremental checking, and in this work we attempted by a concurrent checking approach.

We selected 760 taxis from one company. We monitored these taxis for a continuous 24 h, and obtained

a total of 1 545 116 contexts. Each context contains a certain taxi’s GPS location, driving speed, driving

direction, and service status information at a certain time point. Intervals between every two contexts

vary from 20 ms to 3000 ms with an average value of 55.9 ms. This reflects real-world context collection

scenarios.

These taxi contexts contain inherent noises. Some contexts seriously deviate from their normal values

(e.g., impossibly fast speed or indicating a taxi driving on sea). Some contexts behave as sudden jumps

in their physical semantics (e.g., a drastic location change from one place to another remote one in very

short time). The application has deployed 12 consistency constraints to verify these contexts’ validity and

consistency. These constraints can be expressed by our specification language discussed in Subsection 2.2.

They totally cover five formula types (universal, “and”, “implies”, “not”, and bfunc formulae). Since

existential formula is similar to universal formula, and “or” formula is similar to “and”/“implies” formula,

these constraints are considered as having sufficiently covered all formula types. Therefore, using them

for experimental purposes would not cause bias in the constraint selection.

For comparison purposes, we divided all taxi contexts into 24 groups based on their associated hours,

and compared Con-C and Seq-C across all groups. As the total number of contexts is huge (over 1.5 mil-

lion) and we have to compare Con-C and Seq-C under many configurations (constructed from different

value combinations of five independent variables), we chose 5000 contexts from each group for exper-

iments (totally 120 thousand). Considering that we tested more than 12 configurations, we actually

checked over 1.44 million contexts, which is close to the original size of 1.5 million. We note that for each

group, 5000 contexts were chosen in a random and continual way. This guarantees their properties not

altered accidentally. We name these 24 groups of taxi contexts Period 0–23.

All experiments were conducted on a machine with Core i7 CPU at 2.13 GHz and 8 GB RAM. The

CPU contains four cores, and were tested with 1, 2, 3, 4 cores, respectively. The operating system on

the machine is Microsoft Windows 7 Professional (SP1), and its Java environment is Oracle/Sun JRE 7

update 7.

5.3 Experiment 1: impact of checking workload

We first study the impact of checking workload on the checking efficiency. We compare Seq-C and Con-C

under 24 groups of taxi contexts. These groups represent different hours in one day, and exhibit different

checking workloads.

Figure 11 illustrates the number of detected context inconsistencies for 24 groups of taxi contexts.

We observe that they vary with groups, implying different noisy natures for these different groups of

contexts. We note that both Seq-C and Con-C detected the same number of context inconsistencies for

all 24 groups. This validates our earlier proved correctness theorem that Con-C always returns the same

checking results as Seq-C does.

Figure 12 compares the checking time between Seq-C and Con-C under 24 groups of taxi contexts. We

observe that at different hours, the checking workloads do differ, and this affects a particular checking
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Figure 12 Impact of checking workload (Seq-C vs. Con-C).
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Figure 13 Impact of number of computing units (Seq-C vs. Con-C).

technique’s efficiency significantly. However, the trend is that Con-C consistently outperforms Seq-C for

all 24 groups of contexts in the checking efficiency. The average ratio (Con-C vs. Seq-C) is 42.9%, i.e.,

Con-C ran 57.1% faster than Seq-C on average. This result is encouraging.

5.4 Experiment 2: impact of number of computing units

We then study the impact of number of computing units on the checking efficiency. We compare Seq-C

and Con-C under 24 groups of taxi contexts, and control the number of computing units (i.e., CPU cores)

from 1 to 4. We note two things. First, the number of CPU cores affects Con-C only. Second, for our

machine, its CPU contains two physical cores, and the other two cores are simulated by Intel(R) hyper-

threading technology. Therefore, when we consider two cores for constraint checking, there are two cases:

1) one physical core and one simulated core; 2) two physical cores. We name these two cases Con-C (2c)

and Con-C (2c’), respectively. Note that there is no case of two simulated cores as the first selected core

must be a physical one.

Figure 13 compares the checking time between Seq-C and Con-C when the number of CPU cores is

controlled from 1 to 4. We observe that with the growth of number of CPU cores, Con-C’s checking

time consistently reduces more and more for all 24 groups of contexts. When the number of CPU cores

is controlled to 1, Con-C’s checking time is slightly more than that of Seq-C (4.3% more on average).

This is understandable because maintaining the thread pool for concurrent checking inevitably incurs a

little bit overhead. With more CPU cores, the ratio between Con-C and Seq-C quickly reduces down to

42.9%. What is worth noticing is that from configuration Con-C (2c) to Con-C (2c’), Con-C also gains

new performance. This implies that two physical cores can work really faster than one physical one and

one simulated core. This is because the simulated core is essentially based on the same physical core, and

they still share some common computing parts in the CPU. On average, when the configuration changes

from Con-C (1c), Con-C (2c), Con-C (2c’), Con-C (3c), to Con-C (4c), the ratio between Con-C and

Seq-C changes accordingly from 104.3%, 83.8%, 54.7%, 48.2%, to 42.9%. The pace becomes gradually

smaller, and this follows the well-known Amdahl’s Law.
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Figure 14 Impact of balance (Seq-C vs. Con-C under non-incremental checking).
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Figure 15 Impact of balance (Seq-C vs. Con-C under incremental checking).

5.5 Experiment 3: impact of incremental checking and balance

We finally study: 1) whether balance is critical to Con-C’s checking efficiency, and 2) whether our Con-C

is orthogonal to incremental checking. If both answers are yes, then we should be able to observe in

experiments that: 1) non-balanced Con-C cannot achieve significant efficiency improvement as balanced

Con-C does, and 2) Con-C can additionally improve the checking efficiency based on what has been

achieved by incremental checking.

First, we compare Seq-C and Con-C under non-incremental checking. We name them Seq-C (NI)

and Con-C (NI), respectively. The latter is further divided into two configurations: non-balanced and

balanced. Therefore, we further divide Con-C (NI) into two categories: Con-C (NI+NB) and Con-C

(NI+BL). Figure 14 studies the impact of balance on the checking efficiency for these three configurations.

We observe that: 1) both Con-C (NI+NB) and Con-C (NI+BL) consistently outperform Seq-C (NI) in

the checking efficiency for all 24 groups of taxi contexts; 2) Con-C (NI+BL) additionally outperforms

Con-C (NI+NB) in the checking efficiency for all 24 groups of contexts. As compared to Seq-C (NI), the

ratio of Con-C (NI+NB) is 65.1% and that of Con-C (NI+BL) is 42.9% on average.

Then, we compare Seq-C and Con-C under incremental checking. Accordingly, we name thus derived

three configurations Seq-C (IC), Con-C (IC+NB), and Con-C (IC+BL). They represent Seq-C, non-

balanced Con-C, and balanced Con-C under incremental checking, respectively. Figure 15 studies the

impact of balance on the checking efficiency for these three configurations. We observe similar trends

that: 1) both Con-C (IC+NB) and Con-C (IC+BL) consistently outperform Seq-C (IC) in the checking

efficiency for all 24 groups of taxi contexts, although the total time is reduced about one third; 2) Con-C

(IC+BL) additionally outperforms Con-C (IC+NB) in the checking efficiency for all 24 groups of contexts.

As compared to Seq-C (IC), the ratio of Con-C (IC+NB) is 68.0% and that of Con-C (IC+BL) is 43.0%

on average.

From the comparison, we observe that balanced Con-C (our Con-C) can really run faster than non-

balanced Con-C (not our Con-C; only a virtually constructed one based on common sense on concurrent

checking). In fact, the ratio of non-balanced Con-C ((65.1% + 68.0%) / 2 = 66.6%) with four CPU cores

is close to that of balanced Con-C ((83.8% + 54.7%) / 2 = 69.3%) with two CPU cores only. As such, we
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can conclude that: 1) balance is critical to efficient current checking; 2) our Con-C can gain additional

performance bonus (about 57.0%) in addition to what has been obtained by incremental checking (i.e.,

they complement to each other).

5.6 Summary

From our preceding comparisons between Seq-C and Con-C regarding the impact of checking workload,

number of computing units, and incremental checking and balance, our Con-C can conduct constraint

checking much more efficiently than Seq-C. Con-C achieves this by automatically exploiting multi-core

computing capability. We note that this exploitation is systematically done as our Con-C technique is

independent of consistency constraints. Given a consistency constraint, our Con-C semantics automat-

ically analyze its structure and derive PB-splitting nodes for concurrent checking. Our Con-C is thus

transparent to constraint developers and application users. This feature is desirable.

6 Related work

In this section, we discuss related work in recent years on addressing context quality problems, detecting

inconsistent software artifacts, and resolving detected software inconsistencies.

6.1 Addressing context quality problems

Pervasive computing is receiving increasing attention. Many applications are developed and deployed for

pervasive computing environments. To support these applications’ context-awareness features, various

application frameworks (e.g., Context Toolkit [22], layered architectures [23,24], and adaptable models

[25]) and middleware infrastructures (e.g., EgoSpaces [26,27], Lime [28], Gaia [29], Cabot [5,30], and

ADAM [31–33]) have been proposed. Most of these research projects have assumed the validity of

contexts collected from physical environments, and therefore mainly focused on assisting the development

and deployment of context-aware adaptation logics based on these contexts.

However, due to the fact that many applications are actually suffering from low-quality contexts, there

is a strong need for these applications to be able to detect their design faults in handling such noisy

contexts. Various approaches or techniques have thus been proposed to test or verify context-aware

applications. For example, Lu et al. [34,35] presented a new family of test adequacy criteria to cover

complex interactions between application logics and their environment contexts. This helps expose those

context-related program faults that are otherwise difficult to detect by existing test adequacy criteria.

Wang et al. [36] identified context-aware program points in applications, and used them to manipulate

test inputs for covering program-environment interactions. This approach fully utilizes existing test cases

and enhances them with context-aware features to better expose context-related faults. Sama et al. [37]

analyzed common fault patterns in model-based context-aware applications. They proposed exhaustive

search to detect these faults using static analysis [38,39]. As static analysis would incur numerous false

positives in fault detection, our previous work tried two approaches. One is to stick to static analysis, but

we derived a set of deterministic constraints to prune most false positives and a set of likely constraints

to rank remaining faults [40]. This attempts to present a list of fault reports to developers, in which top

ones are probably true positives (i.e., real faults). The other one is to turn to dynamic analysis, such that

all detected faults must be true positives, but we addressed runtime detection efficiency concern using an

incremental rule evaluation technique [31–33].

6.2 Detecting inconsistent software artifacts

Besides the work that aims to address the problems caused by noisy contexts in applications, another line

of work directly focuses on validating contexts with respect to correctness requirements or consistency

constraints. Detecting inconsistencies in contexts somewhat resembles detecting those in other software

artifacts. Such software artifacts include UML models [14–16], XML documents [17,18], data structures

[19,20], and configuration files [41]. Even particularly for detecting context problems, there is increasingly
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more work in recent years. Some work focused on detecting anomalies for special types of contexts like

RFID contexts [9,10], and some work focused on detecting inconsistencies for general types of contexts

[5–7,21].

As analyzed earlier, most inconsistency detection techniques belong to the category of centralized

checking. This is intuitive but assumes the availability of all software artifacts under checking to be at

one host. Our previous work [21] attempted decentralized checking for mobile devices like smartphones.

This protects the privacy of user contexts but trades for this protection by means of extra communication

overhead among devices. To address the timeliness requirement for dynamic software artifacts that change

quickly or frequently, incremental checking techniques have been studied, e.g., for UML models [15,18,42]

and for contexts [6,7]. However, all these techniques have based on single-core machines. We in this paper

study concurrent checking for improving the checking efficiency from another dimension. As analyzed and

validated by experiments, our Con-C can utilize multi-core computing capability to further improve the

checking efficiency. This improvement is orthogonal to that offered by incremental checking, and therefore

complements what have been obtained by incremental checking, as we observed in our experiments.

Besides, the improvement can be achieved in an automatic way, without requiring constraint developers

to do anything.

6.3 Resovling detected software inconsistencies

Detected software inconsistencies need to be resolved such that applications can again obtain a consistent

picture of what they aim to handle. Many existing approaches focus on this in terms of different anal-

ysis techniques or heuristic strategies. Some of them address particularly context inconsistencies. For

example, Bu et al. [43] suggested a very simple yet intuitive strategy of resolving context inconsistencies

by discarding all involved contexts until latest ones no longer cause any inconsistency. This is based on

the belief that latest contexts always carry newest information required by applications. Insuk et al. [44]

considered following human choices in resolving context inconsistencies because they believed that only

human beings know what they need. Such choices can be modeled in advance as preference rules to

distinguish different priorities in selecting best resolution actions.

Some existing approaches address inconsistencies detected in other software artifacts. For example,

Chomicki et al. [45] focused on resolving conflicting actions formed by incoming events captured outside

a system. They suggested ignoring an incoming event or randomly discarding several conflicting actions

caused by this event. They did so for logical programming, i.e., aiming at logical correctness rather

than practical correctness. Ranganathan et al. [29] put it a simple way by setting up rule priorities.

This priority information is used to resolve non-deterministic situations where more than one rules are

triggered at the same time. Such situations can be considered as a special form of inconsistency as

different rules represent different adaptation directions that cannot be taken together. These approaches

are mainly based on heuristic strategies or user preferences. They may not be proved as sound but can

work in some cases.

We have also tried a heuristic way as well as analytical ones. Our previous work [11] formulated another

heuristic rule, aiming to be applicable to more application scenarios. Our previous work [12,13] also

attempted to resolve context inconsistencies from an application’s perspective, i.e., minimizing potential

side effect to the applications that are using these contexts. Besides, we also extended the support

of context inconsistency resolution from one application to multiple applications that share the same

contexts [46].

Although resolving context inconsistencies take place after these inconsistencies have been detected,

they are still closely related to each other. Efficiently detecting context inconsistencies can save valu-

able time for resolving these inconsistencies as the latter can be even more time-consuming. We in the

paper discuss concurrent checking techniques for detecting context inconsistencies, but efficiently resolv-

ing these inconsistencies at runtime using multi-core computing capability would also be an interesting

research issue.
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7 Conclusion

In this paper, we studied the problem of efficiently detecting context inconsistency for Internetware

computing. Internetware applications target at open, dynamic environments, and have increasingly

more contexts to handle. Detecting noises in these contexts and judging whether these noises would

cause contexts inconsistency and affect applications unexpectedly are a critical task and should be done

efficiently. The work presented in this paper exactly fits for this need. We proposed our Con-C technique

to support concurrent checking. It is based on our analysis of properties of syntax trees and runtime

trees associated with consistency constraints under checking. Its correctness and efficiency are formally

proved and analyzed.

Unlike the intuitive idea of arbitrarily distributing checking tasks to different computing units, our

Con-C always achieves balanced concurrent checking. The balance is achieved at a sub-formula level,

and this has a finer granularity than existing work. Besides, this balance is guaranteed to be persistent

at runtime, and obtaining this persistent balance is totally transparent to constraint developers and

application users. That is, they do not have to make any parameter tuning for Con-C so as to fully utilize

multi-core computing capability. This is desirable. We evaluated Con-C with a real-world context-aware

application that uses huge volumes of dynamic contexts. We believe that such a practical evaluation can

more realistically validate the comparison between our Con-C and existing techniques that check contexts

sequentially. The evaluation results confirmed that Con-C can bring significant additional gains in the

checking efficiency.

Our Con-C complements many existing incremental techniques. It achieves performance gains in

addition to what have been obtained by incremental checking, as our evaluation shows. This indicates that

Our Con-C and existing incremental checking can work together to realize an amazing improvement in the

checking efficiency. Still, we note that this complementation works at different levels, i.e., incremental

checking works at a constraint level and our Con-C works at a sub-formula level. This avoids their

possible conflicts, and this also explains why they can complement each other. For incremental checking

that also works at a sub-formula level, e.g., our previous partial constraint checking technique [7], our

Con-C may not work so efficiently (but can be still faster), as its balance may not be persistent when

tree structures are changed by partial checking. We are investigating this issue, and plan to extend our

concurrent checking idea to more techniques as well as more application scenarios. This would solidly

support Internetware applications when they handle more and more uncontrolled noisy contexts generated

from open, dynamic environments.

Finally, although this work mainly focuses on performance improvement for consistency checking, the

improved performance can also contribute to the quality of detected context inconsistencies, according

to our previous study [7]. This behaves as more context inconsistencies being detected in time (less

inconsistencies being missed). Therefore, a comprehensive study on how much additional effectiveness

rather than efficiency can be achieved by such concurrent checking is an interesting issue and deserves

investigation. We also plan to make it our future work.
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